A wild-type (phr+) diploid yeast strain showed photorepair of petite mutational damage, whereas a photoreactivation-deficient (phrl/phrl) diploid strain did not, indicating that the PHR1 gene product was required for mitochondrial photorepair.
A wild-type (phr+) diploid yeast strain showed photorepair of petite mutational damage, whereas a photoreactivation-deficient (phrl/phrl) diploid strain did not, indicating that the PHR1 gene product was required for mitochondrial photorepair.
When cells of Saccharomyces cerevisiae are exposed to UV light, the surviving population contains a high frequency of petite (rho) mutants. The sequence of events from the initial irradiation to the establishment of the mutation is poorly understood. That pyriniidine dimer formation in mitochondrial DNA induced by 290-nm) wavelengths initiates the mutational sequence is widely accepted. More than 20 years ago, Sarachek (12) and Pittman et al. (9) showed that photoreactivation would reduce the frequency of rho mutants in surviving populations of UV-irradiated cells. The only known function of the photoreactivation enzyme is the splitting of UV-induced pyrimidine dimers. Hence, the photoreversal of the mutational event appears to be due to the occurrence of this process in mitochondria. That this seems likely to be true follows from the demonstration that dimer content was reduced in mitochondrial DNA from yeast cells which had first been exposed to UV irradiation and then exposed to photoreactivating light (13) . This observation is supported by the work of Prakash (10) , who demonstrated that photoreactivation of UV-exposed cells led to reduced numbers of T4 UVendonuclease-specific sites (presumably dimers) in yeast mitochondrial DNA.
Although these results argue strongly that dimers induced in mitochondrial DNA initiate the petite mutational sequence and that the photorepair of mitochondrial DNA by UV-A (320-to 400-nm) light is effected by the photoreactivation enzyme in mitochondria, a search for this enzyme activity in purified yeast mitochondria was unsuccessful (3) . A reexamination of this latter result might be made, allowing for the possibility that the activity of the photoreactivation enzyme in mitochondria might be very low, that the enzyme might not always be present in mitochondria, or that the mitochon-drial photoreactivation enzyme might require different assay conditions. This last point prompts the question of whether the photoreactivation enzyme which is responsible for the photorepair of UV-induced nuclear damage, leading to increased cell survival, also repairs UV-induced mitochondrial damage, resulting in fewer petite mutants. Accordingly, in this work we compared the photorepair of petite mutational damage in wild-type (phr+) S. cerevisiae strain X2180 and photoreactivation-deficient diploid mutant strain CP032. The photoreactivation deficiency was induced by first treating strain CP0214 a leul ilva with ethyl methane sulfonate to yield strain CP052 a leul ilva phr. The photoreactivation-deficient mutation was considered to be in the phrl locus (11) , as crosses of CP053-1D a leul phr, derived from CP052, with strain C457-4c a lysl phrl (obtained from Allen P. James) yielded diploid progeny which did not exhibit photoreactivation. The homozygous photoreactivation-deficient diploid strain CP032 phrl/phrl his/HIS leul/LEUl was then prepared by crossing strain CP052 with strain CP011 a his, prepared from X2180-1A, followed by repeated (Fig 1A and B) . Thus, the plots of cell survival (Fig. 1A) and of the rho' fraction among the survivors (Fig. 1B) (13) . Lethal damage is repaired, but petite mutational damage is not. Our results with irradiated cells subjected to dark liquid holding (Fig. 1A and B) show this differential repair. When UV-irradiated cells were exposed to photoreactivating light before dark liquid holding, virtually no cell killing occurred at UV fluences of up to 96 J m-2 (Fig. 1A) . The large increase in rho+ survivors (Fig. 1B) was therefore clearly due to photorepair of petite mutational damage.
The diploid strain CP032, homozygous for the phrl mutation, was subjected to the same regimen of irradiation and dark liquid holding (Fig.  1C and D) . Virtually 100% cell survival occurred at UV-C fluences of up to 72 J m-2 when irradiation was followed by dark liquid holding with or without prior exposure to UV-A light. The incidence of petite mutants was unaltered by exposure to photoreactivating light. These results clearly suggested that the product of the nuclear gene, PHR1, was required for photorepair of petite mutational damage. However, strains X2180 and CP032 are probably not isogenic, exclusive of the phrl locus. As we have no phr+ revertant of CP032, we cannot rule out the possibility that other genetic differences have influenced our results.
Assuming that petite mutational damage occurs in the mitochondrial DNA and is photorepaired in the mitochondria, our finding implies that the same photoreactivation enzyme is responsible for photorepair of UV-induced damage to DNA in the nucleus and the mitochondria. This finding also raises the question of the manner and timing of the transport of this repair enzyme, which may consist of two subunits (2, 5) , into mitochondria.
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